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Wearables: lawyers want to

Office 365:

Start me up... I’ll never stop!

dress to impress

what’s in it for law firms?

Start me up… I’ll never stop
BY JOBST ELSTER

Legal tech startups are here to stay and will help to shape the next
generation of lawyering whether we like it or not, says Jobst Elster.

I

f you start me up I’ll never stop,” yelled
Sir Mick Jagger (in those days just
plain old Mick) in the Rolling Stones
hit “Start Me Up” nearly 35 years ago.
These days, the band often uses the
song to open its live shows.
It would also be a good theme tune
for the throng of startup companies
now bursting onto the legal scene.
In the last five years, legal and legal
technology startups focused on
efficiency improvements in the business
and practice of law have popped up as
regularly as fast food franchises in the
Far East. Don’t take my word for it; if
you look around at legal conferences
and events, the trend of new startup
entrants is evident.
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At last year’s ABA Techshow, for example,
31% of the legal tech companies
exhibiting were “first timers”, with most
of those fitting into the legal startup
category. And in January, American
Lawyer Media (ALM), the organisers of
the LegalTech trade show, announced
a partnership with CodeX, a Stanford
University think tank focused on “solving
systemic problems in law through
the exchange of ideas around legal
technology”. One of the key features of
LegalTech New York 2015 was the Codex
Pavilion, which offered free exhibit space
for emerging legal technology product
and service providers.
“Ignite” and “reinvent”-themed
conferences and meet-ups focused on

giving legal startups a chance to pitch
their new approaches to solving old
problems faster, smarter, more cheaply
and with more enthusiasm are virtually
a dime a dozen now. Then there is
AngelList, an online resource for startups
looking to connect with investors and
vice versa that also offers job-matching
services. Currently, the site lists 863 legal
startups and 1,174 related investors
dating back to 2010, with an average
valuation of $4 million. A quick count
shows that 165 listings have been
added since the beginning of this year,
representing a near 20% growth rate
within the last six months or so alone.

Startup primer
Let’s get into some more legal startup
specifics. Categorically speaking, lawyer
“matchmaking” platforms, focused on
both consumer and business clients, are
in demand, as are predictive analytics
and virtualisation tools. As part of his
presentation at Reinvent Law NYC 2014,
Bloomberg Law’s David Perla provided a
lengthy list of startup applications and
services. It included:
•	Lawyer matching platforms
[e.g. Lawdingo; LawGives;
Priori Legal; UpCounsel]
•	Lawyer networks
[e.g. wireLawyer; Lawpolis; Avvo]
•	Legal research [e.g. Justia; Judicata;
Fastcase; Casetext; PushLegal;
Docket Alarm]
•	Litigation support/eDiscovery tools
[e.g. Allegory Law; Ravel; Logikcull;
HaystackHQ; cicayda; Lexbe]
•	Online dispute resolution
[e.g. Modria; ZipCourt; WayToSettle]
•	Legal services platforms
[e.g. LegalZoom; RocketLawyer;
Docracy; Clerky]
•	Document automation and assembly
[e.g. eBrevia; CaseRails; Counselytics;
DiligenceEngine; VentureDocs]
•	IP analytics [e.g. Lex Machina; Juristat;
Patentory; IP Street]
•	Practice management [e.g. Clio;
MyCase; CosmoLex; Lawyerfy; Firmzen]
•	Legal information & advice sites
[e.g. Legify; Plainite; Lawful.ly]
•	Legal billing/spend/metrics
[e.g. SimpleLegal; Viewabill]
What does all this mean to the legal
marketplace and the legal ecosystem as
a whole? Are the startup floodgates still
open, or are things finally slowing down
to make way for the “execute on the
business plan” part of the cycle?
Basha Rubin is the chief executive of
Priori Legal, a lawyer-matching platform
focused on transforming how small
businesses interact with lawyers through
cost-effective and transparent access
to high quality, reputable lawyers. Like
many of those involved in legal startups,
Rubin is a lawyer who identified a major
gap between existing legal services
and what she would want to access as
a potential client. “Based on my own
experience, the worst time to start
looking for legal help is when you most
need it,” she says.

We all have the same short-term goal
of changing behaviour

While Priori Legal is focused on highvalue business-attorney matchmaking,
Rubin sees many similarities among the
large pack of startups. “We all have
the same short-term goal of changing
behaviour,” she says. “As a legal startup
community, we can all collaborate
to change the way consumers and
businesses source legal services and in
turn how these services are made more
accessible.” While there are several
startups with similar business models
to Priori Legal, Rubin considers her
competitors and all startups as one big
fraternity that enjoys sharing ideas and
working together to make a difference.

as big a role in the legal tech space as
they are in other industries, technology
accelerators are also industry-agnostic
programmes that don’t just ‘incubate’
small businesses – they accelerate
them.”

The role of technology incubators
and legal hackers
What is the breeding ground for
legal startups? Where are they
finding inspiration and innovation?
Who is providing nourishment and
encouragement for the basic ideas and
business concepts?

Doubling down on design
Much legal startup chatter focuses on
“behaviour change”. The key question is
how to make it happen. The answer may
well lie in design, which has taken centre
stage in recent years in tech hotbeds
such as Silicon Valley. A memorable
user experience is a must for any new
disruptive product.

Dan Lear, director of industry relations
for online legal services marketplace
Avvo, blogger, legal technology meet-up
founder and legal hacker, knows a thing
or two about the startup growth path.
“There are a probably a bunch of legal
tech startups working out of industryagnostic tech incubators,” he says.
“While I think incubators are playing

Legal hackers are, at their core, seeking
to use the hands-on, no-nonsense
problem-solving ethos of hackers to
bring greater technological competence
and understanding to lawyers, Lear adds.
“Without going into too much depth,
I think that legal hackers are a good
place for legal tech startups to get ideas,
customers and help for their startups.”

Some of this mindset is starting to
trickle into legal technology. More legal
software companies are designing next
generation products with UX (user
experience) and UI (user interface) front
and centre. Outside the legal sector,
vertical leaders such as Accenture,
Capital One and Steelcase actually own
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reputable design agencies such as Ideo
and Frog Design. In our market, the
law firms themselves might well lead
this trend.

professionals who together offer a
unique, multidisciplinary approach to
legal operations and service models for
large businesses,” he adds.

SeyfarthLean Consulting (SLC) CEO
Rob Saccone is one of those betting on
a “design first” approach. The former
CEO of Microsoft SharePoint specialist
XMLAW and long time entrepreneur
and legal innovator leads a team of
35 legal service design and technology
professionals focused on law department
optimisation and legal service design.

So how does SLC work with startups?
“We are constantly scanning the
marketplace for new technologies and
new business models,” Saccone says.
“We already join forces with small but
established vendors such as Neota Logic
and KMStandards, and we’re always
looking for new and innovative players.
We do not have a formal investment
strategy in this area, but we do support
the startup community in a number of
ways through sponsorships, internships
and advice/counsel.”

“SLC was formed after 10 years of
refining our SeyfarthLean approach
to delivering superior legal services,”
Saccone says. “We began by investing in
changes to make us a better legal service
provider for our clients. The tools and
methods we’ve created to elevate our
own value proposition help our clients
do the same.”

As startups shift
into execution
mode and buyers
take a more
practical and
detailed look at
their options, the
initial wave of
interest has slowed
down over the past
several months

Today, the SLC team helps law
departments assess, design and manage
effective organisations and operations
by applying lean six sigma principles
along with its proprietary tools and
methods for process optimisation and
management. “We hire JDs, MBAs,
analysts, project managers and other
4
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While AngelList statistics indicate
continued legal startup growth, and
law firm investments in innovation are
making headlines, the initial massive
legal startup buzz seems to have died
down a bit. “As startups shift into
execution mode and buyers take a
more practical and detailed look at
their options, the initial wave of interest
has slowed down over the past several
months,” Saccone says. “Some startups
continue to do well, particularly in the
business-to-consumer space, but activity
is definitely down from what it was this
time last year.”
As for the latest wave of firms making
public investments in innovation, such

as Dentons with NextLaw Labs, Saccone
thinks that so far this appears to be an
interesting marketing play. “Seyfarth
made active investments in our captive
innovation and R&D efforts for 10 years,
and more importantly has actively tested
these investments in the market with real
clients delivering real value,” he says.
“We’ve invested in more failed attempts
than most firms have invested in total,
and our culture supports the ‘fail fast’
mindset to truly innovate and learn.”
Whether you think the current legal
startup craze is settling down a bit or
you are doubling down on continued
startup growth and expansion, legal
startups are here to stay and will
help to shape the next generation of
lawyering… whether we like it or not.
Jobst Elster is head of content and legal
market strategy for InsideLegal, an
online community for legal vendors, law
firms, legal technologists/consultants
and legal media. He has served as a
legal market strategist for the last 16
years, advising companies entering the
legal market as well as those involved
in mergers and acquisitions and those
expanding strategic operations overseas.
Jobst is a member of the American Bar
Association’s Section of Science and
Technology Law Big Data Committee.
He can be contacted via email at
elster@InsideLegal.com or via Twitter
at @InsideLegal.

